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Abstract: The paper entitled “An Extended Three Phase Commit Protocol for Concurrency Control in Distributed System” proposed an algorithm which included four cases to remove the global abortion problem, but this algorithm solved global abortion caused by some unimportant sites. In this paper we have introduced extended algorithm to resolve global abortion caused by either important (primary) or unimportant (secondary) sites. In this research we have introduce one new table TIT (Transaction Information Table). Previously one transaction was sub-divided into sub-transactions and then each sub-transaction was issued at different sites. There was a variable named FLAG which has two values CONSISTENT or INCONSISTENT, but it failed to solve the global abortion problem caused by important (primary) sites.

In our algorithm we used a table named TIT (Transaction Information Table) along with the variable FLAG which finds out the solution of the global abortion problem caused by primary sites.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are two types of commit protocols used for concurrency control one is the **Two Phase commit protocol** and other is the **Three Phase commit protocol**. In two phase commit protocol the sites having more queries become primary site and those which are having less queries become secondary sites. There are two phases in two phase commit protocol:

1. **Voting phase:** In this the primary site asks all secondary sites to vote either to commit or to abort. Then secondary sites cast their votes.

2. **Commit phase:** Based on the votes cast by secondary sites, coordinator decides to commit if all secondary sites votes commit or abort if any of the secondary sites votes to abort and after making decision coordinator notifies the result to all the sites.

Two phase commit protocol has a blocking disadvantage in which either the coordinator or some participating site is blocked but still 2 PC is most widely used in distributed systems.

Three phase commit protocol was introduced as a remedy to the blocking disadvantage of two phase commit protocol. It is the extension of two phase commit protocol. It introduces an extra phase which ensures the non blocking property of this protocol. The site on which transaction is generated becomes coordinator and other becomes cohorts. The three phases are as follows:

1. **Voting Phase:** Firstly the site at which transaction originates become coordinator and then it asks the other cohorts to vote to either commit or to abort. The cohorts cast their votes to coordinator and based on the voting done by cohorts, coordinator decides to commits the transactions if all cohorts are in favour of commit. Otherwise it decides to abort even if any of the cohort is against of committing the transaction.

2. **Prepare to commit:** Now in this phase the coordinator notifies its decision to all cohorts. If his decision is to committing the transaction then a message “enter into ready to commit stage” is send to all cohorts.
3. **Decision phase:** If the decision made by coordinator is to commit the transaction then it will send `global_commit` to all cohorts and wait for receiving their acknowledgement. And after receiving their acknowledgement it decides to commit the transaction. If the decision made by coordinator is to abort the transaction then it will send `global_abort` to all sites and aborts the transaction. In this protocol the final decision is made after receiving the acknowledgements.

2. **PREVIOUS WORK**

Modified Three Phase Commit Protocol reduces the blocking disadvantage of two phase commit protocol and also overcomes in some failure mode situations. This protocol involves some assumptions-

1. Each site is either a primary site or a secondary site.
2. While choosing the site as primary or secondary we would also consider hardware and software vulnerabilities.
3. All the primary sites do not crash at a time.
4. We use a local clock at each site that runs at regular intervals.

2.1. **Algorithm**

In distributed systems the site at which transaction is originated becomes the coordinator. The transaction is then broken down into sub-transactions and then each sub-transaction is issued at different sites. So there are 4 cases to be considered-

2.1.1. *The Coordinator is a Primary Site*

If (all the sites vote to commit)

begin
then start Phase two and send — Enter into ready to commit stage[‖] message to all primary sites and enter into Phase Three sending `global_commit` to all sites and upon receiving the acknowledgement committing the transaction.
end

else
If (any of them votes to abort)
then check — if it is a primary site or not[‖]
if (yes)
begin
then goto Phase Three and send `global_abort`
end
else
begin
goto Phase Three and send `global_commit` to all sites who have voted to commit and set the flag with respect to that database object as — inconsistent — at that primary site which is the coordinator and also at site which has voted to abort, sets its flag with respect to that database object as — inconsistent[‖].
2.1.2. The Coordinator is a Secondary Site.
Check flag status of the database object which will be
in use.
if (flag = "Inconsistent")
begin
Contact the nearest primary site to remove inconsistency and
set the flag as —consistent‖.
and enter into voting phase.
If (all sites vote to commit)
then
begin
enter into Phase two and send prepare to commit message to all primary sites, after that enter into
phase three and send global commit.
End
Else
Begin
Enter into Phase two and send prepare to abort message to all primary sites and then enter into
phase three and send global
abort
end
end
else if (flag =‖consistent‖)
begin
enter into voting phase.
If (all sites vote to commit)
then
begin
enter into Phase two and send prepare to commit message to all Primary Sites, after that enter into
phase three and send global commit
end
else
begin
enter into Phase two and send prepare to abort message to all primary sites and then enter
into Phase Three and send global
abort
end
end
2.1.3. A Sub Transaction is Issued at a Primary Site
If (sub-transaction is issued at a primary site)
begin
Continue with the transaction.
end

2.1.4. A Sub Transaction is Issued at a Secondary Site
Check the flag status of the database object that will be in use
if (flag is "inconsistent")
begin
Then contact the nearest primary site to remove consistency
and set flag as "consistent" and then continue with the
transaction.
End
else
begin
carry on with the transaction.
end

3. PROPOSED WORK- AN EXTENSION TO MODIFIED VERSION OF THREE PHASE
COMMIT PROTOCOL

Modified Three Phase Commit Protocol solves the problem of global abortion but do not show
good result when any PRIMARY SITE aborts. The site at which the transaction originated
becomes the coordinator and other becomes the cohorts. We have introduced new table called
TIT (Transaction Information Table) which has three fields namely-

Transaction Number: In our protocol every transaction has a unique no for its (transaction)
identity.

Value: This field has two values for each site either “COMPLETE” (if the transaction commit at
that site) or “INCOMPLETE” (if the transaction abort at that site).

Site – ID: This field has unique no. for each site for its(site) identity.

We also use message passing mechanism-

1. Message 1- Coordinator send message to inconsistent site asking the site to complete the
transaction. it will transaction no. and id of inconsistent site along with the message.

2. Message 2- Inconsistent site send this message to nearest site for updating information. It will
send transaction no. along with message.

3. Message 3- Inconsistent site sends this message to coordinator after completing the transaction
with transaction no.

3.1. Algorithm

The previous algorithm consists of four cases, in first case When the primary site aborts, the
whole transaction will be globally aborted, but our algorithm comes as a remedy to this problem.
Our algorithm is-

If (all the sites vote to commit)

Begin
then start Phase two and send “Enter into ready to
commit stage” message to all primary sites and enter
into Phase Three sending global commit to all
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sites and upon receiving the acknowledgement
committing the transaction.
End
Else
{
    If (any one of them votes to abort)
    Begin
Go to phase 3 and send global commit to all sites who have voted to commit and set the value in table TIT="INCOMPLETE" with respect to that site who have abort and set the value of the FLAG="INCONSISTENT" with respect to that site.
    End
}
Now at regular interval when local clock run recover algorithm start:
Check flag status of the database object which will be in use.
If (FLAG=INCONSISTENT)
    Begin
Coordinator check the site id and send message1 to that inconsistent site.
    End
When inconsistent site receives the message1 (Transaction number, Site id).
It sends the message2 to nearest primary/secondary site.
If (site is not idle)
{
    Inconsistent site sends the message2 at regular interval for a time which is fixed.
    If (site become idle)
    Begin
    Step 1-It check the transaction no. and site ID and all transaction related information to that inconsistent site
    Step 2- after receiving the information inconsistent site update database according to it and set TIT’s value= “complete”.
    Step 3-send message3 to coordinator site and coordinator will set the TIT’s value="complete”.
Now coordinator site will check the TIT’s value field
    If (value! =“incomplete”)  
    {
        Delete the table related to that transaction 
    }
    End
Else
    Begin
    It sends the message2 to coordinator
}
If (coordinator is idle)
    Begin
    Repeat step 1, 2 and 3.
    Now coordinator site will check the TIT’s value field
    If (value! ="incomplete")
        
        Delete the table related to that transaction
    
    End
    Else
        
        Inconsistent site will send the message2 at regular interval until all the information will not received.
    
    }

3.2. Analysis of Extended Modified Three Phase Commit Protocol

This Extension to modified version of three phase commit protocol, like the original modified 3 phase commit protocol avoids the blocking limitation of 2 phase commit protocol. It also removes the global abortion problem caused by primary sites.

As we have seen in this protocol that when a transaction is issued and any sites votes to abort then coordinator set the FLAG value ="inconsistent" and TIT ’s value ="incomplete".

So there is inconsistencies that have arisen. To remove these inconsistencies we have introduced the concept of local clock which runs at each site. This clock runs at regular intervals and checks for the database objects for which the flag is set as “Inconsistent” Then it issues a transaction to remove this consistency. Thus in regular intervals the local clock runs at each site to remove inconsistency. Recovery transaction will be originated by coordinator through message passing. After receiving the message inconsistent site will update its database by fetching the transaction related information from either their nearest site or the coordinator. After recovery transaction coordinator site delete all the information related to that transaction in the TIT table.

3.3. Advantages of Extended Modified Three Phase Commit Protocol

This Extension to modified version of 3 phase commit proves to be very useful in the cases where we perform some transaction on single database object in distributed systems.

a) Firstly this protocol ensures the commitment of transaction originated at a primary site even when some important site has voted to abort. This is different from the original modified3 phase commit protocol in which if one of the primary site votes to abort then also the whole transaction will be aborted. So this proposed protocol ensures that if the transaction has originated from a primary site and even if any primary sites have voted to abort then also the transaction will be commit

b) Second advantage of this protocol is that this protocol is non blocking protocol. If the coordinator fails then one of the primary site is chosen as the new coordinator and the transaction proceeds.

c) Third advantage of this protocol is that after completing the transaction coordinator will delete the unused information from the TIT table that will save the memory storage.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

It can be concluded that the Extension to modified version of three phase commit protocol can be used only when there is a transaction that accesses a single database object and ensures
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commitment of the some transactions that would have otherwise failed in modified Three phase commit protocol so it definitely reduces the probability of a transaction abortion and improve the overall performance of distributed systems.

In future we will try to eliminate number of the messages to reduce the overheads.
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